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Hi everyone, how are you in your respective corner of the world? It's
been quite a week, between the release of The Eight Hundred in China
knocking it out of the park and the anticipation of TENET's release, so
let's dive right in today with a few other updates from around the
company. 

Heard anything interesting lately about your coworkers' projects? Drop
us a note at comms@imax.com to have your story included!

BACK AT THE BFI

Recently, several IMAX employees out of our London office had the opportunity to see
TENET at the BFI IMAX (in 1.43/70mm) - including Ben Caunter from Marketing pictured
above. Don't ask him for spoilers!
 

Qué Película Ver

Our LATAM partner Cinépolis recently worked with IMAX to create a new video for
their “Qué Película Ver” platform to discuss titles filmed in IMAX. Cinépolis plans to
release the video across their internal channels on September 7th ahead of the opening
of "TENET" their on September 10th.
 

MORE DOGS OF IMAX

Say hello to Ruthie “RBG” Wyld, the newest member of Alicia Wyld's (Publicity in Playa
Vista) family, pictured here with her two kids. Hi Ruthie 

👋 👋

 

TEST YOUR IMAX KNOWLEDGE: ROUND II

Here's a tough one from Michael Bautista, Information Technology in Playa Vista: What
book compares a defense system to IMAX? Here's a hint, the author is also from
the writer behind a separate 2018 sci-fi/nostalgia-heavy IMAX hit.

If you know, share at comms@imax.com!

And congrats to Jesse McMullen, R&D in Sheridan Park, for correctly answering: "What
cult favorite show about West Coast hipsters twice mentioned IMAX during its run?" ...
Portlandia!

ICYMI!

Well, this is ... something, else. An interesting, whirlwind story about UFO culture in the
U.S. from Stephen Rodrick for Rolling Stone. A changeup if you're looking to read about
a new topic (or a refresher if you're already into UFOs). 
 

Here is another outside story about the creation of robot dolphins to replace live ones at
theme parks - with an IMAX mention: As Holzberg reminds us, “In the IMAX movie The
Living Sea, the narrator says, ‘We cannot hurt what we grow to love.’”

Thank you again for reading. As always, enjoy your Tuesday and the rest of your
week!

###

Please email comms@imax.com with any ideas, comments, or questions today!

If you have a question directly for IMAX Leadership, submit it on the Ask a Leader
platform on IMAX Source.

And, you can recognize someone’s work specifically through our Achievers platform.

Visit the IMAX People Site for information related to our business, your safety, health
and wellbeing as well as resources to help you deal with the personal impact of

COVID-19.

Optum also has a number of resources available to IMAX employees, including a
24/7 emotional support Public Crisis Line and other free resources, articles and tools
to help you and your family cope with a public health event. Register or sign in as

Guest with the code "imax".
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